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Abstract
This study describes the discursive characteristics of the discourse marker axshav (‘now’) in spoken Hebrew and explores its prosodic
features using instrumental methods. This is the first attempt to use acoustical analysis to examine the prosodic aspects of discourse
markers in Hebrew.
The corpus includes more than 5 h of everyday Israeli Hebrew conversations, in which 106 occurrences of the word axshav were
found. More than one-third of these occurrences were identified as DMs, while the others are temporal adverbials.
The main discursive functions of the DMs identified were segmentation; accentuation of the importance of certain pieces of
information, sometimes by means of comparisons and contrasts; and holding the floor.
The acoustical analysis of the performances of axshav in both functions showed that most DMs have characteristic intonation contour,
including a sharp decrease in the frequency inside the second syllable. An examination of the average duration of the performance of
axshav as a DM as compared to its performance as a temporal adverbial found a significant statistical difference, showing that the
duration of the performance of axshav as a DM was shorter, both for the performance of the first syllable as well as the overall duration of
the word. These findings seem to strengthen the hypothesis that prosodic data play a role in deciphering the function of axshav as a DM.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Originating in ancient (biblical) Hebrew, axshav (ax av, ‘now’) is an ego-centered time deictic (Schiffrin, 1987: 228),
denoting either absolute or relative present (Hatav, 2010). In Modern Hebrew, especially in spoken discourse, it is a
multifunctional element, having two basic functions: (a) In its conceptual function, it is a temporal adverbial (or ‘time
deictic’); (b) It is a discourse marker that fulfills several procedural functions related to segmentation and evaluation. As is
the case with other discourse markers (Maschler, 2009), this multifunctionality is a consequence of, or the final step in a
grammaticalization process.
As a word class, the ‘Discourse Marker’ (henceforth: DM) is a fuzzy concept, with some elements being prototypical
members of the class and others more peripheral (Jucker and Ziv, 1998: 2). Although it is considered a sub-class of
‘Pragmatic Markers’ (Fraser, 1996: 169), it is still a broad and undetermined concept. It has various definitions, there is no
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agreement as to which elements should be included in this class, and the range of features proposed in the literature as
being characteristic is not always shared by all the various putative members of the class. Research on DMs comes from
various theoretical approaches. In contrast with the ‘integrative’ approach (Aijmer, 2013) of Schiffrin (1987), in which the
DMs are analyzed and their functions explained within a discourse theory of meaning, Relevance Theory (Blakemore,
2002, see also: Shloush, 1998; Rouchota, 1998; Innes, 2010) suggests a more cognitive view, according to which they are
considered as conveying a procedural, rather than conceptual meaning, and thus providing ‘‘a constraint on, or indication
of, the way some aspect of pragmatic inference should proceed’’ (Carston, 2002: 379). Other approaches provide a
framework for analyzing ‘pragmatic markers’, among them are DMs, and their role in turn-taking in conversation. Norrick’s
(2009) approach to pragmatic markers, including interjections, seems to be inspired by societal-ethnographic models of
speech, such as Conversation Analysis. Aijmer (2013) suggests a ‘variational’ perspective, in which different varieties of
text types and activity types are taken into account. Recently, Romero-Trillo (2015) draws on Kecskes’s Dynamic Model of
Meaning (2008), which consists of three elements: linguistic context, private context and situational context. Romero-Trillo
introduces one-fourth element to this model, ‘adaptive management’, which forms the cognitive link between the three and
enables classification of pragmatic markers in turn-initial position in accordance with their roles in adaptive management.
Despite this variety, some features of discourse markers are often assigned to (at least) most of the members of this
class, starting with their multifunctionality and their semantically vagueness, with little (or no) propositional or conceptual
meaning. Syntactic properties that are repeatedly mentioned as characteristics of DMs include the fact that they occur
outside the syntactic structure, their being loosely attach to it and their tendency to take an initial position (Traugott, 1995;
Brinton, 1996; Schiffrin, 1987). As being syntactically unintegrated and conveying a procedural meaning, they have some
similarity to parenthetical discourse connectives (Rouchota, 1998).
Some approaches view the occurrence in the initial position of an intonation unit or a turn to play a crucial role. For
Maschler (2009: 17), it is one of two conditions for an element to be a DM. For Romero-Trillo (2015), the initial position is
the point of departure for the definition and discussion of pragmatic markers, among them DMs like now and well. He
assumes that the beginning of a tone unit always implies a step forward in the development of a discourse, and in this
position ‘‘the pragmatic marker functions like a cognitive punting pole that helps the arrival of the forthcoming semantic
content’’ (Romero-Trillo, 2015: 118). Norrick (2009) also defines pragmatic markers as ‘‘elements which regularly fill the
initial slot in conversational turns’’ (p. 870).
The main phonological features often discussed in the literature on DMs are pauses, phonological reduction (Brinton,
1996; Schiffrin, 1987; Tabor and Traugott, 1998: 254) and intonation (Hirschberg and Litman, 1987, 1993; Romero-Trillo,
2015). A pause preceding the DM is expected (but not necessary) if the DM is located initially in an intonation unit, and a
pause following the DM is frequent and already hinted at by the syntactic ‘detachment’ of the DM suggested by Schiffrin
(1987) and the ‘‘comma intonation’’ mentioned by Tabor and Traugott (1998: 254). The pauses on both sides of the DM
form a separate intonation unit, or in the words of Traugott (1995: 60): ‘‘An independent breath unit carrying a special
intonation and stress pattern.’’ Hirschberg and Litman (1993) found that the English well proved to be prosodically
independent in only 50% of cases. Der and Marko (2010) also showed that a DM does not necessarily have to be
preceded and/or followed by a pause.
As for phonological reduction, or phonetic erosion, this feature is considered a fundamental process in relation to
grammaticalization, among other processes (Heine and Reh, 1984; Bybee et al., 1994). According to Heine and Kuteva
(2002), grammaticalization involves four main mechanisms: (a) desemanticization (or ‘semantic bleaching’) -- loss in
meaning content; (b) extension (or context generalization) -- use in new contexts; (c) decategorization -- loss in
morphosyntactic properties characteristic of lexical or other less grammaticalized forms; and (d) erosion (or ‘phonetic
reduction’) -- loss in phonetic substance (p. 2). These different changes in various levels of language are often considered
to be interrelated (Croft, 1990: 230, Heine and Kuteva, 2002; Lehmann, 2002). The connection between semantic
bleaching or generalization in meaning on the one hand, and increase in pragmatic functions and extension of the range of
uses to new contexts on the other hand, is inherent and self-explained. Less straightforward is the connection between
phonological reduction and semantic bleaching (Campbell, 2001). Haiman (1991: 153--154) maintains that these two
kinds of changes are always associated with grammaticalization, and that they frequently, although not invariably, go
together. For example, Couper-Kuhlen (1996) points out that semantic bleaching of because ‘‘goes hand in hand with
phonological reduction to /kz/’’ (p. 423). Bybee and Pagliuca (1985) refer to this connection as the ‘parallel reduction
hypothesis,’ namely semantic reduction parallels phonological reduction: ‘‘As the meaning is generalized and the range of
uses widens, the frequency increases and this leads automatically to phonological reduction and perhaps fusion’’ (p. 76).
This approach presents the phonetic erosion as a result of the other changes, and as connected to the high frequency of
grammatical elements (Heine et al., 1991: 214). However, phonological reduction ‘‘is neither a necessary or sufficient
property of grammaticalization’’ (Lessau, 1994: 263), and Campbell (2001) suggests that it is connected to a more general
phonological change: Phonological reduction often follows grammaticalization precisely and mostly only because it is
then that the conditions favorable to the sound changes which result in phonological reduction first come about, e.g. where
forms (with little or no independent lexical meaning) come to be in relatively unstressed positions (Campbell, 2001: 123).
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Wichmann (2011) also argues that the phonetic erosion traditionally associated with grammaticalization is only a
secondary phenomenon, while reduced prosodic salience is a result of the loss of semantic weight involved in the
grammaticalization process.
On the background of the various features related to DMs, and since they are often lexical words that continue to be used
in their original function (e.g. well, now, then), the question is how hearers decide in which category a particular token of a
given word or phrase is functioning. Much of the research on DMs, especially in computational linguistics, is concerned with
the possible cues for this process of disambiguation. For example, in the case of the English like and well, position in the
utterance and the presence of a pause preceding or following the phrase in question were found to be helpful features for DM
identification (Popescu-Belis and Zufferey, 2011). Other prosodic features have been studied in this direction too. Stress was
shown to be a diagnostic for discourse markers by Dehé and Wichmann (2010). They found that the different functions of I
think and I believe are differentiated by accent placement, while as DMs, these phrases are unstressed. Abuczki (2014)
found that the duration of the DM was one of the two defining features distinguishing the different functions of the Hungarian
DMs mondjuk (‘let’s say’), ugye (‘is that so?’) and amúgy (‘otherwise’). The duration of the English like in its various functions
was explored by Gray (2010). Matzen (2004) found clear connections between the functions and prosody of the English so,
taking into account length, pitch contour, sound and position in the utterance. Petukhova and Bunt (2009) have studied
prosodic features such as pitch, energy, voicing, speaking rate and segment duration.
Of special interest to us is the work of Hirschberg and Litman (1987, 1993) on now, aiming to identify its use as a DM
(their term: ‘cue phrase’) intonationally. According to their thesis, prosody is the only feature that provides adequate
information to distinguish between now as a cue phrase and a non-cue now (i.e. time deictic). Their findings show that
somewhat less than half of the DMs were set apart as a separate intonational phrase, while no time deictic in their sample
took this intonational position. These two categories were also distinguished by their position in the phrase. Almost all DMs
(except one) were positioned initially in the phrase; in contrast, only 13.5% of temporal adverbials were found in this
position, while 59.5% of them were found to be in the phrase-final position. These two functions of now were also found to
be distinguished by pitch accent. The DM now, when occurring as intermediate phrase was always accented, while as a
part of a larger intonational unit, all of its occurrences were deaccented or bore an L* accent. In contrast, 86.1% of the time
deictics forming part of a larger intonation unit received an H* or complex pitch-accent. These findings reflect a loss of
phonetic substance, which is part of the grammaticalization process.
As for the Hebrew axshav (‘now’), as a DM, it seems to be multifunctional and its uses reflect its properties as a
temporal adverbial, according to the principle known as ‘persistence’ (Hopper, 1991). Since it functions, as noted, in both
categories, it requires disambiguation by hearers. Based on previous studies on DMs in other languages, we can assume
that besides the semantic context and the syntactical structure, prosodic information also participates in the process. In
order to test this hypothesis, we explore in the present study the prosodic features of the tokens in which it is defined as a
DM, and compare them to the features of its other occurrences, in which it is used as a temporal adverbial.
The aim of the current study is twofold: to present the discursive characteristics of the discourse marker axshav in
spoken Hebrew and to use instrumental methods to explore its prosodic features. In the following sections, we will
describe the characteristics of the DM axshav from these two perspectives. In Section 3, we will present the discursive
functions that it performs, arising from an analysis of spontaneous spoken texts, and in Section 4, the findings concerning
its prosodic features will be presented and discussed.
2. Corpus and methodology
This study is based on recordings found in The Corpus of Spoken Israeli Hebrew (CoSIH),1 which includes more than
5 h of authentic everyday Israeli Hebrew conversations. Recordings of eleven main informants, who wore two
microphones that recorded their conversations in various situations throughout the day, were selected, and these
included interactions with more than 40 additional interlocutors. The speakers are varied in their backgrounds: men and
women of different ages (young and old) from different geographic locations and different levels of education.
In all, 106 occurrences of the word axshav were found, from which 20 were discarded due to unclear speech, low
amplitude, overlapping speech or background noise. The text in the 86 remaining occurrences was readily discernible; 31
of these occurrences were identified by all three authors as DMs, i.e. more than one third; 49 occurrences were identified
as temporal adverbials. The roles of the six remaining occurrences were difficult to judge, and they are discussed
separately in Section 5.
Table 1 presents the utterances according to their different functions, divided by speakers. The informants are divided
into two types: the main informants in the siglum and incidental informants who were arbitrarily numbered in consecutive
order so that we could distinguish among them.

1
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Table 1
Occurrences of axshav by speakers and functions.
Siglum

Informant

C5
C6

Main
Main
1
Main
2
3
4
5
6
Main
7
8
9
10
Main
11
12
Main
13

C7

C8
P4

P9
O

Y

TM
5
1
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
9
1

DM

Uncertain

8

1
1

2
2

1
5
3
2
1
10

9
2

2

8
2

Among the 31 occurrences of the DM, 21 were found to be located in the initial position, and for the other 10
occurrences, the DM formed an independent intonation unit (in about 32% of the occurrences). Thirty-one occurrences of
the DM were found in the speech of six speakers. Some of the speakers used it routinely, while most did not use it at all.
The sound files themselves were annotated using Praat software (Boersma, 2001). From the point of view of voicing,
the word axshav is composed of three parts: voiced /a/, an unvoiced consonant cluster /xS2/ and a voiced segment /av/.
Thus, dividing the acoustic occurrences into these three segments was most convenient from the point of analyzing F0
(mean per voiced segment) and durations. The segmentation was performed manually by an experienced researcher,
based on listening and observing the spectrogram. Praat was then used to calculate the F0 contour in the voiced
segments. The resulting contour was corrected manually where necessary, due to octave jumps, errors in voiced/
unvoiced decisions, etc.
Custom software was written in Matlab,3 using the sound files in conjunction with the Praat annotation files in order to
perform the acoustical analyses. The software incorporated a GUI (graphical user interface) to review the acoustical
signals, listening to them (either in isolation or within context) and observing durations and F0 contours. In batch mode, it
analyzed all the annotated occurrences and collected the acoustical data into tabular form. Thus, the software facilitated a
comparative evaluation of each occurrence, both subjective and quantitative.
3. Discursive features of axshav
As noted, multifunctionality is a common property of DMs (Maschler, 2009). Moreover, they may fulfill various
communicative functions simultaneously (Petukhova and Bunt, 2009). As for axshav, many of its discursive functions
resemble those of the English now. Now is described in the research literature as a DM generally associated with
coherence in a text (Redeker, 2006). According to Aijmer (1988), now is a marker of coherence by means of which the
speaker organizes the progression of topics and arguments, and structures the content of the discourse (ibid. 31). In a
later work, Aijmer (2002) noted that now also marks ‘‘subjective modality.’’ These two functions of now are also evident
from the study by Schiffrin (1987). In addition to the structural function, which is related to the transitions between
different discourse units, Schiffrin also notes its evaluative function: According to the theory, now appears as an
introduction to an assessment or interpretation by the speaker of the speaker’s own words, i.e. at the point when the
speaker transitions to an utterance that provides an explanation for what s/he said earlier.
Schourup (2011) sums up the functions of now in a long list that includes the following functions: a transition to a new
subject or sub-subject in the discourse; a transition from a general position to a specific claim; qualification of the current

2
3

We used the common SAMPA symbol S for/ /.
MATLAB 2013a, the MathWorks. Inc., Natick, MA, United States.
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speaker’s position in regard to the positions of others; emphasis of an important point in the argument or one that has the
value of contrast; reformulation of a previous claim; return to a certain point after an interruption or digression; a change in
perspective (e.g. a transition to direct speech or a transition from a narrative to an assessment or interpretation), as well as
an attempt to take or hold onto a turn. Similar multifunctionality also arises from an analysis of the French maintenant
(‘now’): In addition to its function as a temporal adverbial, maintenant serves both as a discourse marker that denotes both
the contrast between the previous content and that of the utterance that it introduces and as a transition to a new subject
(Bertin, 2001).
A textual analysis reveals both the structural and evaluative function of axshav. One of its most prominent functions is
to help the speaker to segment the discourse into units and organize it so that the listener can follow the content being
conveyed. Like other DMs, it appears at turning points or frame shifts, i.e. at the beginning of discourse segments of
different kinds. These points may be the introduction of a new topic or the presentation of additional important information
on the same one. In Excerpt 1, axshav introduces a new segment that contains a new topic, which provides additional
important information.
Excerpt 1 (Y311)
A:

B:
A:

aval anaxnu asinu et ze beyaxad
But we did it together
ve-hitya’atsnu etsel orex din ma osim shlav shlav
and we consulted with a lawyer what to do at each stage
kdey shehu lo yafsid
so that he wouldn’t lose
ken
Yes
kdey sheyitxalek be’emet xetsi xetsi
so that it would really be split 50-50
axshav gam asur haya lanu lehera’ot beyaxad
Now we weren’t allowed to be seen together either
ki hi yaxla lehagid hu boged bi
because she could say he’s cheating on me
vegam hu lo haya mekabel klum
and also, he wouldn’t get anything

In narrative segments, the turning points may be the boundaries between narrative clauses and free clauses (Labov
and Waletzky, 1967). A further possible role is to mark the transition between different narrative segments, for example
different episodes in a story or a description of a general situation as opposed to a specific one. In most of the examples
found in narrative texts, axshav serves to mark the transition between narrative and non-narrative segments. The
succession of the plot is cut short in order to include non-narrative clauses, which convey background details, and their
function is to evaluate the narrative and help the listener to understand its meaning and the importance of the event being
described. In Excerpt 2, the speaker is telling a story that is conveyed by means of sentences in the past tense. The DM
axshav in the third line introduces a non-narrative segment that conveys background information of an explanatory nature
that is not part of the narrative’s chronological sequence. This segment is also conveyed in the past tense, although it
relates to a time that precedes the first two lines. Later, the speaker repeats the narrative clause ‘‘and when I went
outside,’’ and with it, concludes this segment and returns to the narrative sequence.
Excerpt 2 (C514_1a):
etmol sheyatsati haxutsa hu bediyuk haya baxuts
Yesterday when I went outside he just happened to be outside
axshav amarti lax shebazman ha’axaron hu yoter miday mexayex
Now I told you that recently he’s been smiling too much
veyoter nexmad, yoter miday nexmad
and been nicer, too nice
sheze kvar orer et xashadi [. . .]
which already made me suspicious [. . .]
ve- sheyatsati haxutsa az amrti lo ###
and when I went outside, so I told him ###
ve’az amarti lo, amarti lo,
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and then I told him, I told him
tagid, histakalta al habag she’ani amarti lexa
Tell me, did you look at the bug I told you about
A further discursive function of the DM axshav is to accentuate value, i.e. to draw the listener’s attention to important
points in the discourse and to emphasize the general significance of the narrative as one of value (Labov and Waletzky,
1967; Labov, 1972; Polanyi, 1986). When axshav comes at the beginning of a discourse unit, it helps to draw the listener’s
attention to the content of this unit and accentuate it. The evaluative function of axshav is often associated with a contrast
structure. The contrast may be explicit or implicit; it may be a contrast between two situations or positions, or between what
actually happened and either the speaker’s expectations of what should have happened or an ideal situation that could
have occurred. Excerpt 3 includes a number of segments of a speaker, whose speech features the DM axshav eight times
within the space of a few minutes. The entire dialogue deals with the subject of romantic relationships involving married
partners.
Excerpt 3 (Y311):
A:

B:
A:
B:
A:

A:

ma shekore ze sheyesh kol miney zugot sheyotsim
What happens is that there are all kinds of couples going out
she’exad nagid kmo sheyatsa li im yariv
where one is say like it happened to me with Yariv
she’ani hayiti hapnuya vehu haya hatafus
that I was single and he wasn’t
okey?
Okay? [. . .]
axshav ze lo hamikre shelahem
Now that’s not the case with them
ani yexola lehagid lax she’ani mekira zug e- nasuy [. . .]
I can tell you that I know a married couple
she- em- sheshnehem hayu nesu’im
that was- That they both were married
az hem ba’aley oto interes lishmor al ze besodiyut
so they have the same interest to keep it secret
ve hi hitpanta venigmar hakesher
and she got single and the relationship ended
ki hi tsipta shegam hu yitpane
because she expected him to get single too
bishvil lema’an hakesher
for the sake of the relationship
vemis’taber she- bedi’avad shehu
and it turned out after the fact that he sheze kanir’e hitim lo kol od ze
that it apparently suited him as long as it
lo, az lo shnehem azvu et habayit
No, not that they both leave home
ze haya letsad
It was on the side
exad mehem
one of them
axshav ze lo shepa’am hu hivti’ax la (z-)
Now it’s not that he once promised her
ani amarti la
I told her
@@ hu nitsel ota @@
he took advantage of her
li lefaxot yariv amar [. . .]
to me Yariv at least said [. . .]
ani rotse la’azov et habayit velixyot itax
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B:
A:

B:
A:
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I want to leave home and be with you
la lef- hu gam et ze lo amar
to her at l- he didn’t say even that
zot omeret shekol hazman hitim lo kesher ethat is, the whole time, the relationship suited him uuh
shehi letsad hakesher hazugi hakayam
that she is alongside the existing relationship [. . .]
axshav ze naxon shekan yesh bexol zot ezeshehu izun
Now it’s true that here there is nevertheless some kind of balance
ki shnehem e- hayu bekesher nasuy
because both of them uh were in a marriage
veshnehem ovrim lihyot pnuyim
and both were going to be single
um
yesh kan ezeshehu izun [. . .]
There is some kind of balance here
Tir’i, yariv lemashal- yariv im betnay shelook, Yariv for example, Yariv if, in case ofo e- shabtay ba harey ba bli klum
Um Shabtay came, after all came with nothing
ani yoda’at she hasiba she’im yariv ze nisxav kol kax harbe zman
I know that the reason why with Yariv it dragged on such a long time
ve’ani basof nishbarti
and I finally gave up
ze biglal shehu poxed lehafsid
it’s because he’s afraid to lose
axshav barur sheze mikre axer veyariv e- begil axer
now it’s clear that this is a different case and Yariv is at different age
vehu amar begil xamishim ani lo muxan lehatxil kmo begil esrim
and he said at the age of 50 I’m not ready to start like at the age of 20

The four occurrences of axshav in this excerpt are all related to comparing and contrasting. The topic of the first
conversation is apparently the relationship between a man and a woman whom both of the women participating in the
conversation know. Speaker A contributes her part to the discussion by comparing this case with that of another couple
she knows, and then afterwards by comparing them with her personal experience. The comparison between the different
cases points to similarities between them but also to significant differences. Speaker A uses the DM axshav four times in
the context of accentuating the contrasts between the different cases that are referred to in the conversation. While
axshav in of itself does not code contrast, all these examples have an explicit negative or concessional structure, which
are what explicitly mark the contrast. It is difficult to ignore the fact that axshav tends to appear specifically in this type of
environment, and this finding is strikingly similar to Schiffrin’s findings regarding now, that it ‘‘is routinely used in all sorts of
comparisons’’ (1987: 231), ‘‘not only when the comparison is explicitly identified as having two clearly introduced
subtopics, but also when the subtopics under comparison are only implicit’’ (p. 232). In segments that are monologic in
nature, i.e. those in which the speakers relate a narrative or construct an argument without the other speakers interrupting
them, the structural function of axshav as contributing to the organization of an individual’s discourse is striking. However,
in a discourse that has a number of active participants, the DM axshav can also fulfill a function on the level of the
interaction between the participants. We can see this in Excerpt 4, which is a typical segment from the texts in which
Speaker A (a man of about 50 at the time of the recording) is the dominant speaker. In these texts, it is evident that this
speaker dominates the entire discourse both in terms of the quantity of speech as well as in leading the subjects of the
discourse. In Excerpt 4, we see how he uses the DM axshav to keep his speaking turn as he determines the topic of the
discourse. The conversation being held is about the quality of meat in Israel, especially in restaurants that specialize in
meat (including El Gaucho, Whitehall, Pappagaio and Dixie -- all names of restaurants).
Excerpt 4 (C612_2):
B:
A:

le’umat zot hayiti be’el gawcho
On the other hand, I was in El Gaucho
lo, le’el gawcho lo, asur, asur lalexet [. . .]
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No, to El Gaucho no, one mustn’t, mustn’t go [. . .]
haxi savir ze wayt hol, haxi savir
The most adequate is Whitehall, the most adequate
aval e- e- em- tire begadol ma kore [. . .]
But eh, eh, look, in general what’s happening [. . .]
vebepapagayo e- hayinu pa’am rishona haya nehedar be’emet [. . .]
And we were eh, at Pappagaio for the first time and it was really great [. . .]
ha- hayinu pa’am shniya
@ we went there for a second time
haya
It was
al hapanim
awful
kaxa haya mamash ra
It was like really bad
e- lo haya (tov) -Eh, it wasn’t (good) -lo mashehu she@ naxzor elav
Not something we’ll go back to
mamash lo haya tov, hu lo haya tov
It really wasn’t good, it wasn’t good.
gam el gaucho haze haya
Also this El Gaucha was
lo, el gawcho -No, El Gaucho -axshav exad shemakir et ha’inyanim hu
now someone who knows things, he’s
xaver sheli shehu menahel diksi
he’s a friend of mine who is the manager of Dixie
az hu omer
So he says

Throughout the conversation, Speaker A positions himself as an expert on the subject of the discourse. First, he states in a
determined tone that one ‘‘mustn’t go’’ to El Gaucho. He does this while interrupting Speaker B the moment that Speaker B
made mention of the El Gaucho restaurant. Afterwards, he states that Whitehall is the most acceptable of the meat
restaurants. Later (in one of the omitted excerpts), he conveys information that is unknown to the others regarding the source
of meat in Israel, and then he expresses his opinion of the restaurant Pappagaio. When Speaker B once again makes
mention of El Gaucho, Speaker A apparently views that as an undesirable digression (since he’s already stated that one
mustn’t go there). He interrupts Speaker B and dismisses his words with a direct negation (‘‘No, to El Gaucho’’); however, he
does not complete this utterance, and instead immediately moves over to continuing to convey information about the source
of meat in Israel, this time from another point of view -- a quote from an ‘‘expert’’ in the field (‘‘a friend of mine who manages
Dixie’’). In other words, he arrogates for himself the speaking turn, dismisses the topic raised by Speaker B from the agenda
and moves ahead to the topic that he has chosen while continuing to dominate the discourse. By means of the DM axshav, he
marks simultaneously the progress of the conversation towards a new topic as well as the importance of the topic that he is
about to raise. Here too, then, we see an expression of his effort to command the listeners’ attention and move them in the
direction of the points that he considers important in the discourse, an act that any speaker may carry out in an interaction.
Here, however, this attempt is related to the fact that the other speakers are trying to move the conversation in other
directions, ones undesirable to Speaker A, and he does not permit them to choose the topic of the conversation.
The above excerpts briefly exemplify the varied discursive functions of axshav in Hebrew: fragmentation, transition
from one topic to another or between different segments in a narrative (separation of different episodes or narrative and
non-narrative segments), accentuating the importance of certain pieces of information, sometimes by means of
comparison and the creation of contrasts, and holding the floor.
4. Prosodic features as clues for disambiguation
In this section, we will examine the prosodic features of the DM axshav in order to determine whether it can be
confirmed that prosodic features are indeed involved in disambiguating between the use of axshav as a DM or a time
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adverbial. While much research confirmed the assumption that prosodic information is a useful clue for disambiguation,
others did not find strong evidence for this hypothesis. For example, Der and Marko (2010) analyzed seven Hungarian
homophonous pairs in detail and attempted to identify which positional and/or acoustic properties help the listener’s
speech-perception mechanism identify the function of a given word form. In sum, the factors they looked at did not provide
sufficient perceptual cues, neither individually nor in combination, to identify the function of the item. Particularly in the
case of most (‘now’), none of the factors studied made its function identifiable. (p. 150--151).
In this study, we chose to investigate two prosodic features: duration and intonation. Our initial hypotheses regarding
these features were based on our knowledge of natural discourse in Hebrew and on an impression formed from careful
listening to the recordings.
(a) Duration: Regarding duration, we hypothesized the presence of phonological reduction, the result of which the DMs
would have a shorter duration than adverbials. Such a reduction has been found in previous studies for single syllable
words too. For example, Der and Marko (2010: 147) found that the duration of most (‘now’) in Hungarian is longer when
it performed a conceptual function than when it performed a discourse-marking function. On the other hand, a study of
the English like (Gray, 2010) found that despite their frequency, its occurrences as a DM do not demonstrate a
phonological reduction, and were in fact found to be even longer than other occurrences.
Based on our preliminary perceptual impression, we assumed that the production of axshav as a DM would be
shorter than its production as a time adverbial. Since it is a bisyllabic word, we expected the unstressed syllable to be
the shortened one, as occurs for example in the English because (Stenstrom, 1998). The word axshav has ultimate
stress, and consequently, it was the first syllable that we expected would be shortened, thereby shortening the entire
word.
(b) Intonation: Several scholars focused on the intonation of the DM itself, among them Matzen (2004), who identified five
categories of pitch contour for the single syllable DM so: flat, steady drop, leveling curve, steepening curve and
discontinuous. Hirschberg and Litman (1987, 1993), employing a phonological description of English intonation
(ToBI), found that when now is used as a DM in the initial position in a larger phrase, it is either deaccented or has a low
accent. Romero-Trillo (2015), using a classification of rising and falling pitch movements, presented essentially the
same result, showing that now has either no tonicity or falling intonation.
In the present study, we examined the pitch contour of the word axshav itself, regardless of the preceding and
following intonation, because our initial impression was that a DM has a typical intonation by which it is also identified
perceptually. Our hypothesis was that the DM occurrences have a typical intonation pattern that aids in its
identification, whereas the use of axshav as an adverbial does not have any typical intonation pattern.
We next present our findings with respect to the above features: duration and intonation.
In seven cases the DM was followed by a further DM or a formulaic phrase of some kind that is also undergoing
grammaticalization (see a similar finding for now in Hirschberg and Litman, 1993): axshav az naxon she- [‘now so it’s true
that’], axshav mistaber [‘now it turns out’], axshav teda lexa [‘now you should know’], axshav ata sho’el [‘now you ask’],
axshav ma shekore [‘now what happens’], axshav ani omer lexa [‘now I tell you’] (see the sequence ‘now I tell you’ as a
‘focusing phrase’ in Norrick, 2009: 888).
4.1. Durations of the DMs as compared to time adverbials
One aspect of phonological reduction was examined in this study -- changes in duration. We found the first vowel to be
missing altogether in 14 of the 31 occurrences of the DM (approximately 45%; see example in Fig. 3, where no voicing was
found for the first vowel). In comparison, out of the 49 occurrences of axshav as a time adverbial, the first vowel was
dropped in only two cases (approximately 4%). Thus, it is clear that extreme shortening of the first vowel is much more
prevalent in DMs that in time adverbials, occurring in almost half the cases.
Moreover, based on the segmentation above, four independent sample t-tests were conducted to determine whether
the durations were different. Descriptive statistics as well as t and p values are presented in Table 2.
After a Bonferroni correction for four comparisons (alpha = 0.125), we found the durations of the first segment (the first
vowel [a]) and the overall word duration to be significantly different. Duration of the second vowel was not significantly
different, and duration of the consonant cluster [xS] was near significance. This indicates that the main contributor to the
difference in overall word duration is the first vowel.
Bybee (2003) notes that some of the explanations for the phonological reduction coming as part of the
grammaticalization process are based on frequency, and explains why a more frequent component is more likely to be
shortened. However, in the case of axshav, a more frequent component is not involved, at least from the corpus that was
examined. Another explanation for the phonological reduction, one that may be better suited to this case, is offered by
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Table 2
Mean and standard deviation of segment durations, and t-test statistics.
Significance

t

Discourse marker
Mean and Std [s]

Time adverbial
Mean and Std [s]

Segment

p < 0.001

t(78) = 3.63
t(78) = 2.31

p = 0.46

t(78) = 0.742

p = 0.011

t(78) = 2.62

0.05
(0.018)
0.1
(0.028)
0.14
(0.053)
0.29
(0.072)

[a]

p = 0.023

0.03
(0.031)
0.08
(0.034)
0.13
(0.046)
0.25
(0.079)

[xS]
[av]
Entire word

D’Introno and Sosa (1986, quoted by Bybee, 2003). They believe that ‘‘it is not so much the frequency of a word but rather
its use in casual or familiar social situations that allow it to reduce or undergo change at a faster rate. Since the changes in
question occur more often in casual speech, words that are used more often in casual speech will be more often subjected
to a change’’ (Bybee, 2003: 616).
4.2. Intonation contour
An inspection of the intonation contours of the 31 DMs revealed that 25 of them (approximately 80%) exhibited a typical
pattern, involving a sharp final decrease, namely on the vowel /a/ of the second syllable. Figs. 1 and 2 show examples from
two different speakers.
The top panel of Fig. 1 shows the speech signal and the bottom panel shows the fundamental frequency. Three
segments are apparent: the initial vowel [a], with a fundamental frequency of approximately 100 Hz; the unvoiced
consonant cluster [xS]; the final vowel and voiced consonant [av]. The fundamental frequency of the final segment starts
at a higher value of approximately 140 Hz and ends 40 Hz lower.

[(Fig._1)TD$IG]

Fig. 1. Decrease in fundamental frequency in DM (a).

[(Fig._2)TD$IG]
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[(Fig._3)TD$IG]

Fig. 2. Decrease in fundamental frequency in DM (b).

The decrease in fundamental frequency was found to by typical of the DMs that were examined here, and can be seen
in Fig. 2 too. In this occurrence, taken from a different speaker, no voicing was found for the first vowel, while the sharp
decrease in fundamental frequency for the second vowel is readily apparent.
Comparing Figs. 1 and 2 reveals the large similarity of fundamental frequency in the second vowel for DMs. As
mentioned above, this was found in 80% of the DMs. In contrast, in the conceptual role of axshav as a time adverbial, a
variety of intonation contours were found, as seen in Figs. 3--5.

Fig. 3. Intonation contour in temporal adverbial (a).

[(Fig._4)TD$IG]
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[(Fig._5)TD$IG]

Fig. 4. Intonation contour in temporal adverbial (b).

Fig. 5. Intonation contour in temporal adverbial (c).

As noted above, the typical decreasing fundamental frequency was not found for six DMs. In two of these, however,
axshav was adjacent to another DM. These cases are presented in Excerpts 5 and 6.
Excerpt 5 (C612_4):
halaxti lehatsig et ze pa’am rishona
I went to present it for the first time

[(Fig._6)TD$IG]
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Fig. 6. Falling intonation in a cluster of DMs.

shum davar lo avad
Nothing worked
axshav mistaber ma hem asu
Now it turned out, what they did
ad windos alpayim hamakro’im [. . .]
Until Windows 2000, the macros [. . .]
Another case that can perhaps be explained in this way is the next example, in which axshav is adjacent the DM teda
lexa (‘you should know’):
Excerpt 6 (C612_3):
axshav teda lexa
Now you should know
ha’italkim
the Italians
dibarti im kama italkim
I’ve spoken with a few Italians
omrim kaxa
what they say is
asur lishtof et ze
you shouldn’t wash it
The absence of the typical falling intonation can be explained in this case by the fact that the utterance that follows
axshav -- teda lexa -- is also a kind of DM or phrase undergoing a process of grammaticalization, a meta-linguistic
expression that relates to the interaction between the speakers rather than to the content of the discourse. It serves to call
the addressee’s attention to important information. Thus, the phrase ‘‘axshav teda lexa’’ should be related to as a cluster of
discourse markers (Maschler, 2009), and it is not surprising that the first DM in the cluster does not possess a falling
intonation. An inspection of the intonational contour presented in Fig. 6 raises the hypothesis that the falling intonation at
the end of the cluster is the realization of the performance typical of DMs.
If we exclude these two cases, we will find that in only four cases out of 31, the DM is not expressed with the typical
falling intonation without finding an explanation for this within the discourse itself. On the other hand, we also found that the
existence of a cluster of DMs does not prevent the appearance of the typical intonation. For example, in the following
excerpt, in which there is a cluster of DMs axshav bekitsur (‘now, in short’) (Shloush, 1998), axshav takes the typical falling
intonation of the type we saw in Figs. 1 and 2:
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Excerpt 7 (P423_2):
axshav bekitsur habaxura hazoti
Now, in short, this girl
hi siyma sherut le’umi
she finished her National Service
It is important to note that the falling intonation is not related to the appearance of a DM in an independent prosodic unit.
Out of 25 occurrences in which the DM appears with its typical intonation, only 10 of them form an independent prosodic
unit. Similarly, it appears that the falling intonation is not necessarily connected to the fact that the DM is situated initially in
the prosodic unit, because a temporal adverbial can also come in this position, where it can have an either level or rising
intonation.

5. Difficulties in disambiguation
As noted above, in six occurrences in the corpus, we were unable to decide whether a time adverbial or a discourse
marker was involved. We referred these cases to 15 linguists, who were asked to decide on the function of the relevant
utterance based on what they heard (the written transcriptions were made available to them too). It turned out that these
judges also found it difficult to decide, and the answers we received from them were contradictory.
These cases were examined in the context of the acoustical characteristics that were found to be typical of DMs. The
intonation typical of the DM was not found to exist for any of these cases. It may perhaps be cautiously hypothesized that
in those circumstances, if the characteristic falling intonation had been found, this would have helped to decide in favor of
a DM. It is interesting that we did not find evidence in any of these cases that the addressee in the interaction was unsure of
the speaker’s intention, and we found no misunderstandings or corrections of a misunderstanding, as we often find in
cases of ambiguity. In this sense, this type of multifunctionality does not appear to resemble semantic or syntactical
ambiguity.

6. Conclusions
In this study, we set two goals: to point to the discursive function of the discourse marker axshav in Hebrew and to
examine its prosodic features. This study is the first to use acoustical analysis to examine the prosodic aspects of
discourse markers in Hebrew. The discursive analysis demonstrates considerable similarity between the functions of the
Hebrew axshav and the English now and the French maintenant, as described in this study. The main functions identified
were fragmentation, transitioning from one subject to another or between different fragments in the narrative, accentuation
of the importance of certain pieces of information, sometimes by means of comparisons and contrasts, and to hold on to
one’s speaking turn.
The acoustical analysis of the performances of axshav in both functions, using Praat software, with the addition of
custom software written in Matlab, showed that most DMs have a characteristic intonation contour, including a sharp
decrease in the frequency inside the second syllable. This intonation contour does not characterize axshav as a temporal
adverbial. An examination of the average duration of the performance of axshav as a DM as compared to its performance
as a temporal adverbial found a significant statistical difference, showing that the duration of the performance of axshav as
a DM was shorter, both for the performance of the first syllable as well as the overall duration of the word. We suggest that
these findings express a phonological reduction typical of DMs, although the fact that reduced forms were found in only
half of the cases is a reflection of grammaticalization as an ongoing process.
These findings also strengthen the hypothesis that not only the semantic content, syntactical structure and location in
the utterance contribute to deciphering the function of axshav as a DM; prosodic data appears to play a role in its
disambiguation too. With this, our findings join other findings regarding DMs in other languages. We used these findings to
examine a number of performances that were difficult to decide on. An examination of axshav’s prosodic features in the
places in which hearers had difficulty deciding on its function showed that in those places, the typical intonation of DM was
indeed not evident. From this it may be concluded that the absence of the typical prosodic features is what made it difficult
to disambiguate. At the same time, this fact did not appear to present a communication obstacle to the participants, at least
in interpersonal situations. This finding bolsters the perception of grammaticalization as movement on a continuum, on
one end of which we find the conceptual meaning and on the other the procedural meaning. Since movement along the
continuum involves clarification of meaning, the ambiguity with regard to the precise ‘‘meaning’’ of the utterances along
the continuum is perceived as part of the process.
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Table 3
Biographic features of speakers.
Siglum

Sex

Age

Native Hebrew speaker

Ethnic origin

Education

C5
C6

F
M

26
50

YES
NO

Mixed
Ashkenazi

16
16

C7
C8
O
P4
P9
Y

F
M
M
M
M
F

23
23
26
22
20
30

YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES

Mixed
Ashkenazi
Ashkenazi
Sepharadi
Ashkenazi
Ashkenazi

12
13
12
14
12
16

Notes
Emigrated from Brazil at the age of 13. Has spoken
Hebrew (and Portuguese) since childhood.
A student. Emigrated from Russia at the age of 15.
A soldier
A soldier

Appendix. Background of the main informants
From over 40 participants in the original corpus, we included the recordings of 21 speakers who used axshav in their
conversations when the recording was readily discernible. 8 of them were ‘‘main informants’’ of the projects and their
biographic profile is detailed. Their principal biographic features are described in Table 3. The other 13 were their friends,
colleagues, family members, etc., whose biographic information is not published.
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